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Abstract

Flood basalts were Earth’s largest volcanic episodes that, along with related
intrusions, were often emplaced rapidly and coincided with environmental
disruption: oceanic anoxic events, hyperthermals, and mass extinction
events. Volatile emissions, both from magmatic degassing and vaporized
from surrounding rock, triggered short-term cooling and longer-term
warming, ocean acidification, and deoxygenation. The magnitude of bi-
ological extinction varied considerably, from small events affecting only
select groups to the largest extinction of the Phanerozoic, with less-active
organisms and those with less-developed respiratory physiology faring
especially poorly. The disparate environmental and biological outcomes of
different flood basalt events may at first order be explained by variations in
the rate of volatile release modulated by longer trends in ocean carbon cycle
buffering and the composition of marine ecosystems. Assessing volatile
release, environmental change, and biological extinction at finer temporal
resolution should be a top priority to refine ancient hyperthermals as
analogs for anthropogenic climate change.

� Flood basalts, the largest volcanic events in Earth history, triggered
dramatic environmental changes on land and in the oceans.

� Rapid volcanic carbon emissions led to ocean warming, acidification,
and deoxygenation that often caused widespread animal extinctions.
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� Animal physiology played a key role in survival during flood basalt extinctions, with reef
builders such as corals being especially vulnerable.

� The rate and duration of volcanic carbon emission controlled the type of environmental
disruption and the severity of biological extinction.

INTRODUCTION

Flood basalts are a subset of large igneous provinces (LIPs), which are loosely defined geologic
provinces comprising anomalous concentrations of igneous activity of specific geographic and
temporal extent and are distinct from igneous associations in magmatic arcs or mid-ocean ridges
(Coffin & Eldholm 1994). The terms flood basalt and LIP are often used interchangeably, al-
though the former should be reserved for the extrusive component of an LIP. The intrusive com-
ponent of LIPs commonly includes layered mafic intrusions; in many cases these are economically
important sources of platinum group, copper-nickel, and/or siderophile element ores. Table 1
lists a number of layered mafic intrusions and their corresponding flood basalt provinces. Many
older layered mafic intrusions exposed at deeper crustal levels, such as the Precambrian Bushveld,
Muskox, Kiglapait, and Stillwater Complexes, lack a complementary extrusive flood basalt com-
ponent that has presumably been eroded away.

Strictly speaking, many so-called flood basalt provinces contain lavas that are not basalt by
geochemical criteria; andesites, dacites, and even rhyolites are often present, as are their alkali
counterparts, but all these are generally present in minor proportions. The generally dominant
basaltic lavas are most commonly tholeiitic in composition, being relatively enriched in silicon
dioxide and impoverished in the incompatible elements such as the alkalis (e.g., sodium, potassium,
and rubidium).

Flood basalts represent significant fluxes of mass and heat from Earth’s mantle to the surface.
The volume of erupted lava in some cases exceeds 2 × 106 km3, with aerial footprints up to 10 ×
106 km2. Local accumulations of tens to hundreds of lava flows may exceed 4 km in stratigraphic
succession. Within the stratigraphy of flood basalts, interbedded sediments are relatively rare al-
though locally important, particularly near the fringes of the thickest lava accumulations. Increas-
ingly, geochronology is revealing that flood basalts are emplaced on short geologic timescales,
with the majority of lava extrusion occurring within less than 1–2 Ma. In some cases, flood basalts
appear to have been erupted episodically in several rapid pulses (e.g., Knight et al. 2004).

Recognition of the brevity of main eruptive activity on such large spatial scales has led to in-
creasing recognition of flood basalt events as posing potentially catastrophic perturbations on

Table 1 Layered mafic intrusions and genetically related flood basalt provinces

Layered mafic intrusion Flood basalt Location Age
Skaergard Complex North Atlantic Greenland, United

Kingdom, Denmark
Paleogene

Dufek Complex Karoo-Ferrar Antarctica, southern Africa Jurassic
Freetown Complex Central Atlantic West Africa, Southwest

Europe, South America,
North America

Triassic/Jurassic

Noril’sk-Talnakh Suite Siberian Traps Siberia Permian/Triassic
Duluth Complex Keweenawan North Central United

States
Proterozoic
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Earth’s surficial environs—the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and cryosphere and, consequently, the
biosphere.Hypotheses linking flood basalt events to environmental crises have existed for decades
and famously include the proposal by McLean (1980) that the Deccan Traps of modern India
were the cause of the iconic mass extinction at the Cretaceous–Paleogene boundary. [We note
that many flood basalt provinces are termed traps after the Swedish word trappa (stairs) in refer-
ence to the typical stairstep morphology of flood basalt outcrops.] McLean’s hypothesis failed to
gain wide acceptance among Earth scientists for two main reasons: (a) The timing of the Dec-
can Traps eruption, and to a lesser extent that of the extinction, was poorly constrained, and
(b) the discovery of a bolide impact stratigraphically coincident with the extinction provided an
alternative explanation (Alvarez et al. 1980). In ensuing decades, geochronology applied to both
flood basalts and mass extinctions has revitalized the case for a linkage between the Deccan Traps
and the Cretaceous–Paleogene extinction and has clearly established a more general pattern of
coincidence.

It is now clear that many flood basalt eruptions triggered extinction events ranging in mag-
nitude from small crises to the largest extinctions of the Phanerozoic (Bond & Wignall 2014,
Courtillot & Renne 2003) (Figure 1). The end-Permian and end-Triassic mass extinctions are
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Figure 1

Marine invertebrate extinction rates (three-timer method, calculated from Paleobiology Database data at http://fossilworks.org)
showing major and minor extinctions—Guadalupian, P/T, T/J, Pl/To, and K/Pg—OAEs, and the PETM hyperthermal. Events
depicted by blue points are discussed in more detail in the text. These events aligned with flood basalt eruptions listed at the top (the
exact igneous provinces corresponding to Cretaceous OAEs are uncertain) and, in the case of the K/Pg extinction, the Chicxulub
meteorite impact. Abbreviations: K/Pg, end-Cretaceous; OAE, oceanic anoxic event; PETM, Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum;
Pl/To, Pliensbachian–Toarcian; P/T, end-Permian; T/J, end-Triassic.
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the most notable examples where biosphere-wide taxonomic losses were contemporaneous with
flood basalt eruption (Greene et al. 2012b, Payne & Clapham 2012). However, the Late Devonian
mass extinction (Racki et al. 2018) and smaller extinctions such as the Guadalupian, Toarcian [a
two-phase event with pulses at the Pliensbachian–Toarcian boundary and during the early Toar-
cian oceanic anoxic event (OAE)], and Cenomanian–Turonian also likely coincided with LIPs.
The end-Cretaceous mass extinction also occurred during eruption of the Deccan Traps (Renne
et al. 2015, Schoene et al. 2015), but its biotic effects are complicated and perhaps overshadowed
by the contemporaneous Chicxulub impact event (Schulte et al. 2010).

Environmental disruption from LIPs was not limited to mass extinction events; other episodes
of major paleoenvironmental change appear to have been coincident with flood basalt eruptions
(Figure 1). Mesozoic OAEs, although typically exhibiting minor taxonomic losses or narrower
biotic crises confined to particular groups (e.g., Erba 1994), may also have had a similar volcanic
trigger to the larger mass extinctions (Kuroda et al. 2007, Turgeon & Creaser 2008). Finally, early
Cenozoic hyperthermals—times of rapid temperature increase such as the Paleocene–Eocene
Thermal Maximum (PETM)—share similarities with late Paleozoic/early Mesozoic extinctions
and mid-Mesozoic OAEs (Gutjahr et al. 2017, McInerney & Wing 2011). The PETM caused
ecological shifts, but taxonomic losses were negligible in most groups, with extinction confined
to organisms such as calcareous nannoplankton and deep-sea benthic foraminifera (Gibbs et al.
2006, Thomas 2007). Although the source of carbon (C) released during the PETM is debated, a
primarily volcanic origin is plausible (Gutjahr et al. 2017) and the event occurred at the same time
as a major eruptive pulse in the North Atlantic magmatic province (Storey et al. 2007).

These hyperthermals, OEAs, and mass extinctions initially appeared to be disparate phenom-
ena and even lack a collective term to refer to this type of event (we use hyperthermal to refer to all,
for simplicity).More recently, however, geochemical proxy records are converging on a similar se-
quence of environmental disruption, including initial carbon dioxide (CO2) release that triggered
climate warming, decreased ocean pH, and potentially decreased carbonate saturation state, with
subsequent weathering feedbacks leading to nutrient loading (eutrophication) and expansion of
low-oxygen zones in the ocean. However, despite the hyperthermals sharing a common history,
the specific patterns of environmental change differed dramatically among them, and the mech-
anisms by which LIP eruptions led to different types of events remain an outstanding question.
Why were some events characterized by extensive anoxia and widespread black shale deposition
whereas other events were dominated by warming and acidification?

Some of the largest mass extinctions were associated with hyperthermals, but not all hyperther-
mal events triggered widespread biotic losses. However, the link between LIP area and extinction
severity is weak (Bond&Wignall 2014), and it remains unclear how environmental change during
hyperthermals is translated into species extinctions. What factors can explain the highly variable
biotic severity among hyperthermal events? Furthermore, what were the most important envi-
ronmental kill mechanisms responsible for eliminating marine and terrestrial organisms? Species
extinction and survival were likely rooted in their physiological responses to temperature, pH,
oxygen, and related stressors, and a growing understanding from extant organisms provides clues
to understand biotic vulnerability during hyperthermals.

In this review we focus on a range of past hyperthermals, including those that caused sub-
stantial extinction (end-Permian and end-Triassic mass extinctions), events with minor to moder-
ate extinction (Pliensbachian–Toarcian boundary event, early Toarcian OAE, and Cenomanian–
Turonian OAE2), and those with negligible or restricted biotic losses (Aptian OAE1a and the
PETM). All these events coincided with flood basalt eruptions, although constraints on precise
timing, magnitude, rate, and relationships among environmental changes continue to be refined.
These are also not the only hyperthermals to have caused global upheaval; additional Eocene
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Selected environmental perturbations arising from flood basalt eruptions and related intrusive activity. Carbon dioxide and sulfur
aerosols are sourced from both magmatic degassing and pyrogenic volatiles derived from rocks, especially coals, surrounding intrusive
bodies. Subsequent perturbations include short-term cooling from aerosols and longer-term warming, ocean acidification, mercury and
heavy metal deposition, an enhanced hydrologic cycle and weathering, and expanded anoxia resulting from eutrophication by
weathering-derived nutrients.

hyperthermals, the ValanginianWeissert event, and others also perturbed the climate system.De-
spite those caveats, the varied nature of these events provides opportunities to generate a syn-
thetic understanding of how flood basalt eruptions cause environmental disruption and biological
extinction.

ENVIRONMENTAL DISRUPTION

Flood basalt eruptions triggered widespread environmental disruption in both terrestrial and ma-
rine ecosystems (Figure 2). On land, emission of sulfur dioxide (SO2) aerosols would likely have
caused short-term cooling following each eruption (Schmidt et al. 2016), with longer-term warm-
ing from CO2. Other volatiles, such as hydrogen chloride and organohalogens, may have con-
tributed to degradation of the ozone layer (Beerling et al. 2007). Plant and animal communities
would have been further stressed not only by warming but also by shifts in the hydrologic cycle
(Carmichael et al. 2017). Although the terrestrial record of ecological change is well known for the
PETM, we focus here primarily on the marine record because extinctions and ecological changes
are better documented in that setting for a range of hyperthermal events.

Decreased pH and Carbonate Saturation (Ocean Acidification)

Proxy data—for example, from plant stomata, pedogenic carbonates, or C isotopic composition
of plant material—indicate geologically rapid increases in atmospheric partial pressure of carbon
dioxide (pCO2) levels coincident with LIPs (Barclay et al. 2010, McElwain 1999, McElwain et al.
2005, Schaller et al. 2011). This CO2, which derives from 13C-depleted magmatic, organic, and
methane sources, is partially taken up by dissolving into the surface ocean, causing a negative
C isotope excursion at most events ( Jenkyns 2010, Korte & Kozur 2010, Kuroda et al. 2007,
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Comparison of C isotope records for the end-Permian (Burgess et al. 2017), end-Triassic (Xu et al. 2017), and Toarcian (Huang &
Hesselbo 2014) events and the Aptian OAE1a (Malinverno et al. 2010), Cenomanian OAE2 (Clarkson et al. 2018), and PETM (Penman
et al. 2016). The Toarcian event contains two phases (Pl/To boundary and early T-OAE), so the continuous C isotope curve is broken
into two sections. The end-Triassic record is based on organic C, but all others are carbonate C isotopes. All records are shown at the
same temporal and isotope scale. Abbreviations: C, carbon; OAE, oceanic anoxic event; PETM, Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum;
Pl/To, Pliensbachian–Toarcian; T-OAE, Toarcian oceanic anoxic event.

Ruhl et al. 2011) (Figure 3). In most cases the negative excursion initiated the hyperthermal and
was followed by a gradual recovery to near-initial values, but in Cenomanian OAE2 the shift was
predominantly a positive excursion, perhaps with negative phases within it (Kuroda et al. 2007).
Despite diagenesis and local oceanographic conditions that can complicate the interpretation of C
isotope records (Bachan et al. 2012, Schobben et al. 2017), isotope records provide strong support
for C injection as a trigger of hyperthermals. However, the magnitude and especially rate of CO2

release are much more difficult to constrain; the larger extinctions may have featured increases
in atmospheric pCO2 of two to four times (McElwain 1999, McElwain et al. 2005, Schaller et al.
2011), with somewhat smaller increases at OAE events (Barclay et al. 2010).

Uptake of CO2 by the ocean mitigates the increase in atmospheric pCO2 but can lead to po-
tentially harmful shifts in ocean pH and saturation state as carbonic acid formed from dissolved
CO2 dissociates to generate protons and reduce carbonate ion concentration. Ocean acidification
has often been invoked at past hyperthermals because of decreased carbonate sedimentation or
extinction of hypercalcifying organisms, but these lines of argument, although suggestive, are not
as strong as direct geochemical proxy evidence (Hönisch et al. 2012). Although surface-ocean pH
likely decreased during all events, pH changes have reliably been reconstructed, using boron iso-
topes, for only the PETM (Penman et al. 2014) (Figure 4). A boron isotope excursion during the
end-Permian mass extinction is consistent with acidification (Clarkson et al. 2015) but is based on
bulk-rock measurements and does not coincide with a C isotope excursion or the extinction peak,
so it needs confirmation from additional localities.
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Comparison of pH- and carbonate saturation-related proxy data. Ca isotopes for the end-Permian (Silva-Tamayo et al. 2018),
end-Triassic ( Jost et al. 2017a), and Toarcian (Brazier et al. 2015) events and the Cenomanian OAE2 (Du Vivier et al. 2015), with bulk
rock (squares) and brachiopods (only Toarcian) (circles). The pH record for the PETM is based on boron isotopes (Penman et al. 2014).
All Ca isotope records are shown at the same isotopic scale, but only the PETM record is time scaled. Abbreviations: Ca, calcium; OAE,
oceanic anoxic event; PETM, Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum; Pl/To, Pliensbachian–Toarcian; T-OAE, Toarcian oceanic anoxic
event.

While surface-ocean pH is closely coupled with pCO2, carbonate saturation state is highly
sensitive to the rate of CO2 release (Hönisch et al. 2012). As a result, true ocean acidification,
featuring both decreased pH and decreased carbonate saturation, may not have occurred at all hy-
perthermal events. Saturation state changes also must be a short-lived phenomenon, lasting less
than a few tens of kiloyears, and require very rapid rates of CO2 release (Hönisch et al. 2012).
The PETM again contains the strongest evidence for decreased surface-ocean saturation, thanks
to the rich deep-sea record; carbonate dissolution indicates shoaling of the lysocline (the depth
at which waters become undersaturated) in response to decreased carbonate ion concentration in
surface waters (Zachos et al. 2005). Older events lack evidence from the deep sea, so most stud-
ies have used calcium (Ca) isotopes in an attempt to reconstruct the saturation decrease from
reduced carbonate precipitation, increased dissolution of marine carbonates, or changes in iso-
tope fractionation in response to decreased carbonate ion content (Brazier et al. 2015, Du Vivier
et al. 2015, Jost et al. 2017a, Silva-Tamayo et al. 2018) (Figure 4). However, the complexity of the
Ca cycle and isotope system, which includes influences from weathering, hydrothermal inputs,
and local and global shifts in the mineralogy of carbonate precipitates in addition to saturation
state, complicates interpretation. Despite those caveats, modeling of Ca isotope excursions could
be consistent with decreased carbonate saturation at the end-Permian, end-Triassic, and Toar-
cian extinctions (Brazier et al. 2015, Jost et al. 2017a, Komar & Zeebe 2016, Silva-Tamayo et al.
2018), but evidence for saturation changes at Cretaceous OAEs is more equivocal (Blättler et al.
2011, Du Vivier et al. 2015). Saturation crises were also followed by overshoots in saturation
state during the recovery interval, suggested by overdeepening of the carbonate compensation
depth at the PETM (Penman et al. 2016) and perhaps by carbonate fans and other precipitates
immediately after the end-Permian and end-Triassic extinctions (Greene et al. 2012a, Kershaw
2017).
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Increased Temperature

Elevated atmospheric CO2 associated with LIPs should lead to warming, both on land and in
the oceans, with the strongest evidence typically coming from marine proxy records. Marine pa-
leotemperature reconstructions imply substantial warming at hyperthermals, from only 2–4°C or
less during Cretaceous OAEs to as much as 10°C across the end-Permian extinction (Forster et al.
2007, Korte et al. 2009, Naafs & Pancost 2016, Schobben et al. 2014, Suan et al. 2008, Sun et al.
2012, Zachos et al. 2003) (Figure 5).

However, marine paleotemperatures based on oxygen isotopes of biogenic material are also
influenced by the oxygen isotope composition of seawater, adding uncertainty to estimates when
changes in the hydrologic cycle are probable (Schobben et al. 2014).All proxies have complications
and require careful application, but the use of multiple proxies, including magnesium/Ca ratios or
TEX86 (based on lipids from cell membranes), provides independent evidence to support warming
at Cretaceous and Cenozoic hyperthermals (Forster et al. 2007, Naafs & Pancost 2016, Zachos
et al. 2003) (Figure 5). Multiple proxies also help distinguish true signals from diagenesis, but
diagenetic alteration remains a risk with any proxy measurement. For example, many Toarcian
paleotemperature estimates have been obtained from oxygen isotope measurements on belemnite
cephalopod calcite, but it is now recognized that belemnite rostra were highly porous during
life, potentially leading to isotopic alteration during diagenesis (Hoffmann et al. 2016). However,
similar warming patterns appear in oxygen isotope records from brachiopods (Suan et al. 2008),
providing more confidence in the proxy reconstructions.
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Comparison of proxy data for paleotemperature changes using conodont apatite O isotopes for the end-Permian event (Sun et al.
2012), oyster calcite O isotopes for the end-Triassic event (Korte et al. 2009), brachiopod O isotopes for the Toarcian event (Pl/To
event only) (Suan et al. 2008), TEX86 (two different calibrations) for Aptian OAE1a (Naafs & Pancost 2016), TEX86 for Cenomanian
OAE2 (Forster et al. 2007), and planktic foraminifera Mg/Ca for the PETM (Penman et al. 2014). The PETM Mg/Ca record shows
temperature anomalies, but all others show absolute temperature estimates when provided. All records are shown at the same temporal
and temperature scale. Abbreviations: Ca, calcium; Mg, magnesium; O, oxygen; OAE, oceanic anoxic event; PETM, Paleocene–Eocene
Thermal Maximum; Pl/To, Pliensbachian–Toarcian; TEX86, TetraEther indeX.
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There are still unresolved issues of timing, particularly in older hyperthermals where proxy
records come primarily from continental shelf sediments. For example, at the Triassic/Jurassic
boundary, oxygen isotopes of oyster shells suggest long-term warming in the aftermath of the
extinction but do not resolve any temperature change in the latest Triassic at the probable time
of extinction itself (Korte et al. 2009). If warming occurred in the latest Triassic, as implied by
a sharp C isotope excursion and terrestrial proxy data for increased pCO2, it may have been be-
low the resolution of the stratigraphic section or obscured by noise in the oxygen isotope record.
Nonetheless, there is strong support for ocean warming, likely of small magnitude during Creta-
ceous OAEs, larger magnitude at the PETM and Pliensbachian–Toarcian boundary, and largest
magnitude during the end-Permian extinction.

Low-Oxygen Conditions

Low-oxygen indicators were among the first signals of environmental disruption during hyper-
thermals to be recognized, in some cases even before the hypothesized connection with a flood
basalt eruption. Sedimentological indicators, such as laminated and organic-rich shales with small-
sized pyrite framboids, suggest deposition under locally anoxic conditions, particularly around
the Permian/Triassic boundary and during Mesozoic OAEs (Bond & Wignall 2010, Schlanger &
Jenkyns 1976, Wignall & Hallam 1992). Organic biomarkers further indicate local development
of photic-zone euxinia (free hydrogen sulfide in surface waters), not only at the end-Permian ex-
tinction but even during the end-Triassic extinction and PETM when black shales were not as
widely developed (Grice et al. 2005, Sluijs et al. 2014, van de Schootbrugge et al. 2013).

During these events, low-oxygen conditions were spatially patchy and temporally variable, but
uranium isotope and other proxies for the global extent of anoxic waters indicate substantial ex-
pansions of anoxia (Brennecka et al. 2011, Clarkson et al. 2018, Dickson et al. 2012, Jost et al.
2017b). Reduced oxygen solubility and greater biological oxygen demand in warmer water played
roles, but deoxygenation was driven primarily by nutrient loading that led to eutrophication and
expansion of oxygen-minimum zones (Algeo et al. 2011, Meyer et al. 2008, Ostrander et al. 2017,
Trabucho Alexandre et al. 2010). Ultimately, nutrient loading resulted from feedbacks during cli-
mate warming, a consequence of riverine phosphorus and other nutrient elements delivered by en-
hanced silicate weathering, as suggested by changes in the silica cycle (Corsetti et al. 2015, Penman
2016) and tracers such as osmium isotopes (Bottini et al. 2012, Dickson et al. 2015, Percival et al.
2016) and lithium isotopes (Pogge von Strandmann et al. 2013, Sun et al. 2018).

Mercury Loading

Hyperthermals were characterized by spikes in sedimentary mercury concentrations (Grasby et al.
2017, Percival et al. 2015, Scaife et al. 2017, Thibodeau et al. 2016). Elevated mercury content re-
sulted in part from atmospheric deposition from volcanic sources (Grasby et al. 2017, Thibodeau
et al. 2016), particularly in offshore environments, but mercury isotopes reveal a strong additional
contribution from biomass or soil sources in coastal sediments (Grasby et al. 2017). However, the
link between sedimentary mercury levels and the dissolved concentration in the surface ocean is
complicated, in part because adsorption by organic matter is only one sink for dissolved mercury
and the relative importance of different pathways under changing environmental conditions is
uncertain (Lamborg et al. 2014). The effects of gaseous mercury escape to the atmosphere and
the efficiency of organic-matter adsorption are difficult to predict, but Sanei et al. (2012) pro-
posed that extrememercury loading during the end-Permian extinction actually outpaced removal
by organic-matter adsorption, exacerbating the buildup of dissolved concentrations. Despite
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complexities of the mercury cycle,modern dissolved concentrations have increased due to anthro-
pogenic emissions (Lamborg et al. 2014), so it is plausible that surface-ocean dissolved mercury
concentrations also were elevated during past hyperthermals.

Although dissolved mercury concentrations likely were higher during hyperthermals, it is
methylated mercury (methyl- and dimethylmercury), rather than the inorganic forms, that bioac-
cumulates and is a neurotoxin (Lamborg et al. 2014).Therefore,mercury is a potential contributor
to extinctions if methylated mercury concentrations were also elevated. Methylation of mercury
occurs in the sediments and in the water column, likely associated with bacterial remineralization
of organic matter in both settings. In coastal sediments, mercury supply may be the limiting con-
straint on methylation, so higher sedimentary mercury concentrations could have led to greater
diffusion of methylated mercury to the water column (Lamborg et al. 2014). However, greater
dissolved sulfide in sediments, because of increased anoxia, may instead have changed mercury
speciation and reduced rates of methylation (Lamborg et al. 2014). Although methylated mercury
concentrations have increased along with anthropogenic mercury loading (Lamborg et al. 2014),
processes governing methylation are not well understood and it is difficult to predict trends in
methylated mercury across past hyperthermals.

PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS

Extinctions associated with hyperthermal events, regardless of their size, had similar patterns of
taxonomic and ecological selectivity. Selectivity patterns—for example, more severe extinctions
among less-active, heavily calcified, or reef-building organisms (Clapham 2017,Clapham&Payne
2011, Kiessling & Simpson 2011, Knoll et al. 2007)—likely arose in part from variations in or-
ganism physiology that made certain groups more vulnerable to environmental changes during
hyperthermals. Environmental changes may instead cause extinctions by altering the outcomes of
species interactions (Gilman et al. 2010), although such indirect effects are difficult to predict or
reconstruct from fossil assemblages or directly by reductions in individual organism performance.
Attributing extinction of a single species to particular environmental stressors is also extremely
challenging, but the scale of the fossil record provides opportunities to test for generalities in the
biotic response to hyperthermal stressors. Furthermore, the existence of several extinctions associ-
ated with hyperthermals permits investigation of how organism physiology influences vulnerabil-
ity to temperature stress, ocean acidification, deoxygenation,mercury loading, and other stressors.

Thermal and Respiratory Physiology

Temperature affects organisms across a range of biological scales, from the stability of individual
molecules to whole-organism energy requirements. At molecular and cellular scales, heat stress
alters cell membrane properties and damages protein folding, impairing cellular function and caus-
ing death if heat stress is severe (Richter et al. 2010). Organisms can mitigate this acute stress by
inducing a heat-shock response to help repair or destroy misfolded proteins, restore the function-
ing of cell membranes, and maintain metabolic performance. The heat-shock response can help
organisms cope with seasonal extreme temperatures in a rapidly warming world but is less suit-
able as a solution to frequent or prolonged high temperatures because production of heat-shock
proteins requires expenditure of energy that could otherwise be used for growth, reproduction, or
other activities.

While acute heat stresses can be lethal, increased temperatures may begin to have important
effects on species survival by reducing whole-organism metabolic performance (Pörtner et al.
2017). Organisms must live within a metabolic energy budget, where some is allocated to baseline
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maintenance needs (the basal or standard metabolic rate) with the remainder up to the organism’s
maximum metabolic rate available for growth, reproduction, feeding, movement, and other needs
(the organism’s aerobic scope) (Sokolova 2013). Among ectothermic organisms, which include
nearly all marine invertebrates and fishes, an individual’s standard metabolic rate increases with
temperature, in large part due to greater rates of protein synthesis at higher temperatures and
more-active ion transport to maintain ionic gradients across cell membranes (Clarke & Fraser
2004). These increased maintenance costs account for more of the total energy budget, and or-
ganismsmay be able to only partially compensate with greater ventilation to increase gas exchange
and faster circulation to supply more oxygen to the tissues (Pörtner et al. 2017). In the oxygen-
and capacity-limited thermal tolerance (OCLTT) hypothesis, the mismatch between energy sup-
ply and demand becomes progressively more severe as temperatures increase beyond a threshold,
reducing aerobic scope even before acute thresholds of the onset of anaerobic metabolism or pro-
tein stability are exceeded (Pörtner et al. 2017).

TheOCLTThypothesis therefore predicts that aerobic scope should be an important influence
on survival during hyperthermals. However, oxygen supply does not constrain high-temperature
performance in all ectotherms ( Jutfelt et al. 2018). In addition, both metabolic rates and their scal-
ing with temperature can be changed with acclimatization and longer-term evolutionary adapta-
tion (Gunderson & Stillman 2015). Nevertheless, aerobic scope is typically greater in organisms
with higher metabolic rates, suggesting that high metabolic rate should favor survival during hy-
perthermals if OCLTT is a widespread phenomenon.

Metabolic rate cannot bemeasured directly in extinct species, but generalizations on the basis of
average activity levels of higher taxonomic groups support the prediction that more-active inverte-
brates were more likely to survive the end-Permian and end-Triassic extinctions (Clapham 2017).
During the end-Permian extinction, this selectivity manifested in the severe extinction of sessile
brachiopods, bryozoans, crinoids, and corals, compared to more moderate extinctions among gas-
tropods, bivalves, and ostracods (Knoll et al. 2007, Payne & Clapham 2012). The smaller Toarcian
extinction did not have a clear pattern of selectivity by activity level (Clapham 2017) but elimi-
nated two orders of brachiopods (Vörös et al. 2016), a group that was especially vulnerable to
earlier hyperthermals. However, the pattern is more equivocal when the analysis extends to in-
clude fishes. Sharks preferentially survived the end-Permian and end-Triassic extinctions, relative
to invertebrates, whereas the extinction rate among bony actinopterygian fishes during the end-
Triassic extinction was similar to the extinction of invertebrates (Vázquez & Clapham 2017). This
may suggest limitations to the importance of aerobic scope during hyperthermals or confounding
influences of other stressors and/or physiological vulnerabilities.

Preferential extinction of tropical organisms during some hyperthermals has been interpreted
to result from warming (Kiessling et al. 2007), but the physiology of latitudinal vulnerability to
high-temperature stress is complex. In some groups, tropical representatives face environmen-
tal temperatures closer to their upper thermal limit, but, at a broad scale, marine ectotherms
have latitudinal range limits that closely follow their thermal tolerances (Sunday et al. 2012),
suggesting that even temperate species will have populations living close to their thermal limit.
However, temperate habitats are more variable over seasonal timescales, potentially conferring
physiological resilience against longer-term environmental change compared to organisms that
lived in more stable tropical habitats (Hofmann & Todgham 2010, Vinagre et al. 2016). Even
though tropical habitats may undergo less warming than temperate regions, the exponential re-
lationship between temperature and metabolic rate in ectotherms can cause metabolic oxygen
demand to increase just as much or even more in tropical organisms (Dillon et al. 2010). In con-
trast, polar organisms may also be especially vulnerable to warming because many are adapted for
stable, low-temperature habitats and may have narrow thermal tolerance windows and
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acclimatization capacity (Peck et al. 2004, 2010; Sunday et al. 2011). Unfortunately, paleo-polar
regions are scarce in the geological record, so there has been little investigation into whether those
areas suffered disproportionate extinctions. Extinctions were severe at very high latitudes during
the end-Permian crisis, perhaps more severe than at low-latitude Tethyan sites (Payne &Clapham
2012).

Although latitudinal extinction patterns need further investigation, with the possibility of trop-
ical faunas beingmore severely affected during hyperthermals, there is stronger evidence for range
shifts during ancient warming events (Reddin et al. 2018). Current anthropogenic warming has
triggered ongoing range shifts on land and in the oceans, primarily by expansions at the pole-
ward edge and contractions at the equatorial edge of species ranges (Lenoir & Svenning 2015).
Ranges can be difficult to reconstruct from sparse fossil occurrences, but warm-water ammonites
may have expanded poleward during the early Toarcian (Dera et al. 2011). Similarly, certain coc-
colithophores disappeared from equatorial regions at the PETM, as did coral reefs, and both
groups became restricted to cooler habitats at mid- to high latitudes (Gibbs et al. 2016, Speijer
et al. 2012). It is less clear whether tropical heating made low-latitude regions uninhabitable, even
though the maximum thermal limits of marine organisms may be only a few degrees warmer than
modern equatorial temperatures (Nguyen et al. 2011). The purported absence of Early Triassic
vertebrate fossils from equatorial latitudes has been attributed to extreme temperatures after the
end-Permian extinction (Sun et al. 2012), but as Early Triassic vertebrate localities are rare, this
biogeographic pattern may not be reliable (Romano et al. 2017). Trends in planktic foraminifera
and dinoflagellates are more robust because of those groups’ abundances, and local disappearances
from PETM equatorial sites could be consistent with thermal stress (Aze et al. 2014, Frieling et al.
2017).

Acid-Base Balance and Respiratory Physiology

Increased seawater pCO2 and reduced pH could also have been important stressors during hyper-
thermals, acting on respiratory function and perhaps having synergistic effects with temperature
(Pörtner et al. 2005). In animals, oxygen is transported from the gas-exchange organ (lungs or gills)
to the tissues by pH-sensitive blood pigments such as hemoglobin, hemocyanin, and hemerythrin.
The pH-dependent oxygen binding of blood pigments—called the Bohr effect—underpins their
functioning but also makes blood pigments vulnerable to decreasing seawater pH, which reduces
the amount of oxygen carried by the pigments unless the organism can maintain consistent blood
pH through buffering systems. Although blood proteins can contribute limited buffering, active
transport of bicarbonate ion, either from seawater or produced by hydration of metabolic CO2,
provides the most important buffer by raising blood alkalinity to maintain high pH even under
increased blood pCO2 levels (Melzner et al. 2009).

Paleontologists have invoked a broader concept of physiological buffering—a combination
of metabolic rate, gas-exchange abilities, and calcification mechanisms—as a contributor to sur-
vival during past hyperthermals such as the end-Permian extinction (Clapham & Payne 2011,
Kiessling & Simpson 2011, Knoll et al. 2007). Similar selectivity occurred at the Toarcian extinc-
tion but not at younger events such as Cenomanian–Turonian OAE2 or the PETM (Payne et al.
2016). Although these studies did not specifically address acid-base buffering, the preferential sur-
vival of more-active organisms raises the question of whether bicarbonate buffering capacity was
important. Complete bicarbonate buffering tends to be found in active animals, including many
fishes and crustaceans, with partial buffering in other crustaceans, cephalopods, and some echi-
noids (Collard et al. 2014,Melzner et al. 2009,Whiteley 2011). In contrast, bicarbonate buffering
only minimally compensates for decreasing seawater pH in many less-active bivalves and other
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echinoids (Collard et al. 2014, Heinemann et al. 2012, Michaelidis et al. 2005, Stapp et al. 2018).
Despite the preferential survival of more-active organisms during past hyperthermals, there is
not a clear signal of selectivity from bicarbonate buffering capacity. Both bivalves and cidaroid
echinoids, which have minimal buffer capacity (Collard et al. 2014, Stapp et al. 2018), fared com-
paratively well during the end-Permian extinction, as did crustaceans with presumably high buffer
capacity. However, little is known about the buffer capacity of paleontologically important organ-
isms such as brachiopods, bryozoans, and crinoids. Furthermore, although bicarbonate buffering
can be an important response to maintain respiratory function, the organism must expend energy
to actively remove protons produced during the hydration of CO2 to bicarbonate (Melzner et al.
2009). The additional costs from proton removal can force reallocation of energy away from other
critical needs, such as growth or reproduction (Pan et al. 2015, Stumpp et al. 2012), potentially
reducing species survival over many generations.

Marine animals must maintain a positive pCO2 gradient, with higher levels in body fluids than
in seawater, to drive diffusive CO2 excretion from the body (Melzner et al. 2009). Active organisms
tend to have body fluids with higher pCO2 (Melzner et al. 2009), and,when body fluid pCO2 is high
and pH is low, increased seawater pCO2 may have negligible effects on acid-base status (Collard
et al. 2014). Selective survival of more-active groups at past hyperthermals, in particular the end-
Permian extinction, is consistent with reduced vulnerability in groups that likely had higher pCO2,
although pCO2 levels of body fluids are known for comparatively few animal groups. In the few
measurements available for organisms typically characterized by paleontologists as poorly buffered
(e.g., cnidarians, brachiopods), those animals appear to have lower pCO2 than bivalves, gastropods,
or crustaceans (Collip 1920).

Knoll et al. (2007) argued that organisms with better-developed gas-exchange structures were
more likely to survive at the end-Permian extinction, but few other studies have evaluated the
potential for selectivity within taxonomic groups because of gas-exchange ability. Active organisms
tend to have more complex gas-exchange structures to remove CO2 produced during exercise
(Melzner et al. 2009). But even among organisms with similar ecology and morphology, such
as echinoids, species with better-developed gas exchange may be able to more efficiently remove
accumulatedCO2, thus reducing the need for high buffering capacity (Collard et al. 2013). It would
be interesting to consider whether differences in lophophore type, the main gas-exchange organ
in brachiopods, can account for differential survival among members of that group during the
end-Permian, end-Triassic, and Toarcian extinctions. Ager (1987) suggested that rhynchonellide
brachiopods may have preferentially survived because of their extensible lophophores, although
in the context of feeding ecology rather than respiratory physiology.

During ocean acidification, organisms that cannot buffer extracellular pH or remove excess
CO2 through gas exchange will undergo respiratory acidosis and reductions in the oxygen ca-
pacity of blood pigments. It is not clear, however, whether animals with highly pH-sensitive pig-
ments (a strong Bohr effect) will be more vulnerable.Knoll et al. (2007) speculated that ammonoid
cephalopods may have experienced severe extinctions due to a strong Bohr effect, using the ex-
treme Bohr effect of modern coleoid cephalopods (squid and relatives) as a model. However, it
seems unlikely that ammonoids had respiratory pigments with squid-like Bohr effects. Extant
squid support an extreme Bohr effect by having unusual respiratory physiology, probably involving
oxygen uptake through the skin—a respiratory adaptation that likely was not present in externally
shelled cephalopods (Pörtner 1995). The pH sensitivity of blood pigments appears to have lit-
tle physiological signal and little relationship with metabolic rate or activity levels (Fabry et al.
2008), so it is uncertain whether differences in the Bohr effect among species would have caused
predictable selectivity during past hyperthermals.
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Hypoxia Tolerance

Ocean deoxygenation threatensmarine animals by reducing oxygen availability and compromising
aerobic metabolism (Deutsch et al. 2015, Diaz & Rosenberg 2008). Like other stressors, deoxy-
genation impacts the respiratory physiology ofmarine organisms, requiring adaptations to tolerate
hypoxia, or reduced oxygen supply to tissues. Animals regulate metabolic demand when oxygen
is plentiful and are able to reduce their oxygen demand in response to decreased environmental
oxygen availability, but species with lower metabolic rates will be able to withstand lower oxygen
levels before the onset of anaerobic metabolism and ultimately death (Seibel 2011, Vaquer-Sunyer
& Duarte 2011). Given this, active organisms such as fish and crustaceans tend to be more sensi-
tive to hypoxia, whereas mollusks, echinoderms, and cnidarians can tolerate lower oxygen levels
(Vaquer-Sunyer & Duarte 2011). However, motile organisms also can employ behavioral strate-
gies to avoid low-oxygen waters (Chu & Tunnicliffe 2015), so expanded oxygen-minimum zones
may have reduced available habitat area for only some groups,which is unlikely to cause significant
extinctions unless the reductions were extreme.

Global patterns of extinction selectivity at ancient hyperthermals were not consistent with hy-
poxic stress, as more-active organisms tended to be more, not less, likely to survive (Clapham
2017, Knoll et al. 2007). However, local development of dysoxic, anoxic, or euxinic conditions had
profound effects on community composition (Danise et al. 2013). Communities in anoxic basins
were dominated by flat clams, such as species of Claraia following the end-Permian extinction,
Pseudomytiloides and Bositra during the Toarcian extinction, and the inoceramid Mytiloides during
Cenomanian OAE2 (Danise et al. 2013, Harries & Little 1999, Petsios & Bottjer 2016). Among
foraminifera, species with thin shells and high surface area became more abundant during Ceno-
manian OAE2 (Kaiho & Hasegawa 1994). These foraminifera and bivalve species plausibly had
hypoxia-tolerant physiological adaptations, including large surface areas for gas exchange, allow-
ing them to colonize low-oxygen habitats when most other organisms were excluded. Tolerance
of hypoxia is further enhanced by the ability to increase ventilation or blood circulation and, in an-
imals, the presence of blood pigments with high oxygen affinity (the ability to bind oxygen at low
concentrations) and large pH sensitivity (Seibel 2011). Organisms with these traits should have
fared better during hyperthermals in which deoxygenation was widespread, but it may not be fea-
sible to identify which extinct species could greatly elevate ventilation rates or had high-affinity
blood pigments.

Although deoxygenation did not clearly result in taxonomic selectivity at a global scale, expan-
sion of oxygen-minimum zones predicts that extinctions should have been more intense in off-
shore habitats. Onshore-offshore patterns of extinction selectivity have received little study, and
reconstructing depositional environment from literature compilations is challenging, but there
is little evidence for disproportionate extinction of offshore or slope-dwelling species. Kiessling
et al. (2007) found that end-Triassic extinction rates instead were significantly lower in offshore
habitats, and Chen et al. (2011) also argued for preferential survival of offshore and slope brachio-
pod faunas in South China during the end-Permian extinction. Deep-water benthic foraminifera
suffered extinction at the PETM, but abyssal habitats would not have been affected by expansion
of mid-water OMZs, and the widespread survival of ostracod crustaceans in the same habitats is
inconsistent with hypoxia (Foster et al. 2013, Thomas 2007).

Water-column deoxygenation is likely to impact burrowing organisms more severely because
the subsurface redox boundary will occur at shallower depths in the sediment (Diaz & Rosenberg
2008). The preferential extinction of infaunal bivalves during the Toarcian extinction (Aberhan &
Baumiller 2003) and a shift toward epifauna-dominated communities during Cenomanian OAE2
(Harries & Little 1999) were consistent with hypoxia stress, and extinction rates were also higher
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among infaunal bivalves than epifaunal species during the end-Triassic extinction (Kiessling et al.
2007, McRoberts & Newton 1995). Clapham & Payne (2011) found that epifauna preferentially
survived, after accounting for mineralogy and physiological buffering, but this analysis included
gastropods as well as bivalves in the epifaunal group. Given consistent selectivity within bivalves
across several events, it is therefore possible that deoxygenation influenced extinction patterns
within taxonomic groups but perhaps either did not impart selectivity at broader taxonomic scales
or had effects that were overwhelmed by other stressors.

Calcification Physiology

The coincidence between extinction and CO2 release suggests that calcification could be a vul-
nerability of shelly organisms. Virtually all marine calcifying organisms form their shells from a
seawater reservoir that is modified to varying degrees, primarily by active ion pumping to remove
hydrogen ions and increase the pH of calcifying fluids. Although a decreased saturation state is
only tentatively inferred at some hyperthermals, reduced pH during these events still could have
impaired calcification because more acidic conditions would increase the energy required to pump
hydrogen ions out of calcifying fluids (Comeau et al. 2018, Ries 2011). In experiments, calcifica-
tion responses vary among groups but decrease at lower saturation states and lower pH (Ries et al.
2009), even though in nature some species can calcify in undersaturated waters and the cost of
mineral precipitation is a minor component of shell formation (Spalding et al. 2017). Shell for-
mation is aided in most marine calcifiers by modifications to the composition of their calcifying
fluid, providing some resistance to ocean acidification, although at an energetic cost (Comeau et al.
2018, de Nooijer et al. 2009, Ries 2011).

Organisms with carbonate shells were less likely to survive the end-Permian and end-Triassic
extinctions (Clapham & Payne 2011, Hautmann et al. 2008), consistent with stress from pH
and/or saturation state changes. However, the noncalcifying comparison group is quite hetero-
geneous with long-ranging taxa, including siliceous sponges, phosphatic brachiopods, and phos-
phatic conulariids. Some studies have also interpreted preferential extinction of aragonitic bivalves
(Hautmann et al. 2008, Kiessling et al. 2007) as a signal of ocean acidification (Hautmann et al.
2008), but bivalves, like many other calcifiers, control polymorphmineralogy with an organic tem-
plate and modulate calcifying fluid chemistry to aid in precipitation. In contrast, carbonate poly-
morph was not a significant predictor of survival during the end-Permian extinction (Clapham
& Payne 2011). Severe end-Permian extinctions of groups such as brachiopods and corals have
been partly attributed to their weak control over calcification (Clapham&Payne 2011,Knoll et al.
2007), but living corals heavily modify the chemistry of calcifying fluids (Comeau et al. 2018), and
some living brachiopods also can maintain shell growth and repair during acidification experi-
ments (Cross et al. 2016). At the PETM, calcification of benthic foraminifera actually increased
rather than decreased (Foster et al. 2013), and there is only limited evidence for calcification stress
in calcareous nannofossils (Gibbs et al. 2016, Raffi et al. 2009).

Although the degree to which calcification stresses influenced survival is uncertain for many
groups, hyperthermals were often associated with calcification crises in reef ecosystems (Kiessling
& Simpson 2011). Heavily calcified reef builders suffered disproportionately severe extinction
during the end-Permian (Clapham & Payne 2011, Knoll et al. 2007), end-Triassic (Hautmann
et al. 2008, Kiessling et al. 2007), and Toarcian extinctions (Lathuilière & Marchal 2009). Hy-
perthermals also caused significant reductions in reef volume, even in events such as the PETM
where taxonomic losses were not elevated (Kiessling & Simpson 2011), in some cases leading to
reef gaps where reefs constructed from animal skeletons were rare (Martindale et al. 2019). Given
the spatial correspondence between modern reef-building corals and water with high saturation
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state, it is plausible that reduced pH and saturation contributed to sponge or coral extinctions and
accompanying reef crises. This suggests that reef-building organisms are particularly vulnerable
to hyperthermal events.

Mercury Toxicity

Sedimentarymercury concentrations indicate high rates of mercury delivery to surface waters dur-
ing hyperthermals from runoff and atmospheric deposition (Grasby et al. 2017), but the contribu-
tion of mercury toxicity to extinction is far less clear. Toxic methylated mercury perhaps increased,
by analogy with the modern, but controls on methylation are poorly understood (Lamborg et al.
2014) and there are no direct constraints on changes during hyperthermals. However, even if
methylated mercury levels increased substantially, they likely contributed little to observed pat-
terns of extinction. Methylated mercury becomes increasingly concentrated in animals at higher
trophic levels, so its neurotoxic effects would be stronger in top predators (Lamborg et al. 2014)
and minimal in grazing, suspension-feeding, and deposit-feeding invertebrates that compose most
of the fossil record.

Selective extinctions from mercury neurotoxicity should preferentially eliminate species with
high trophic positions, but there is little evidence for this pattern. Sharks suffered little extinction
during the end-Permian, end-Triassic, and Toarcian extinctions, and, while end-Triassic extinc-
tion rates were elevated among bony fish, extinctions were no more severe than among benthic
invertebrates (Vázquez & Clapham 2017). The PETM did not alter fish community structure
(Sibert et al. 2016), although a potential extinction not seen in the fossil record has been proposed
on the basis of molecular phylogenetics (Arcila & Tyler 2017). However, ichthyosaurs were likely
among the top predators in Mesozoic oceans and suffered major extinction between the Late
Triassic and Early Jurassic (Fischer et al. 2014, Thorne et al. 2011). These losses were plausibly
driven by the end-Triassic hyperthermal, but the precise timing of ichthyosaur extinctions is
difficult to resolve. In contrast, the Toarcian OAE did not trigger extinctions among ichthyosaurs
(Maxwell & Vincent 2016), but the group’s final disappearance in the late Cenomanian was likely
associated with environmental disruptions during OAE2 (Fischer et al. 2016).

Synergistic Stressors

The interlinked nature of environmental disruptions following LIP eruptions (Figure 2) would
have exposed organisms to multiple stressors during past hyperthermals rather than simply to
changing temperature, pH, or oxygen in isolation (Gibbs et al. 2016, Knoll et al. 2007, Pietsch
et al. 2014, Song et al. 2015). The severity of environmental change can also be modulated by
interactions between co-occurring stressors, such as the effects of temperature on dissolved oxy-
gen levels. Multiple stressors can have synergistic impacts at the physiological scale as well. For
example, high temperatures increase an organism’s oxygen demand and reduce its aerobic scope,
while lower pHmay reduce the oxygen-carrying capacity of blood pigments and seasonal hypoxia
can reduce oxygen availability (Pörtner et al. 2005). Likewise, temperature can have variable ef-
fects on susceptibility to metal pollution, and metal pollution can in turn reduce thermal tolerance
(Sokolova & Lannig 2008). As such, a focus on identifying individual kill mechanisms is probably
misplaced, but ancient hyperthermals provide multiple exceptional case studies to investigate the
organismal response to multistressor environmental disruption in natural ecosystems over evolu-
tionary timescales.

The synergistic effects of multiple stressors are best integrated in an energy budget framework
(Sokolova 2013). Temperature, pH, and oxygen all influence metabolic supply and demand and,
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therefore, the amount of energy available for growth, reproduction,movement, and other activities
necessary for survival of the species. In many cases organisms are able to maintain some aspects of
biological function—for example, maintaining calcification rates despite lower pH levels—but at
an energetic cost that may force trade-offs with other processes. However, the need for trade-offs
can be minimized if greater food supply provides additional energy to support extra regulatory
costs (Thomsen et al. 2013). In all these cases, the effects of environmental stressors, the inter-
actions among stressors, and the mitigation from greater food supply are nuanced and variable
among species. Nevertheless, the combined impact of multistressor global change during hyper-
thermals is fundamentally an energy budget problem.

THE IMPORTANCE OF RATE

C emission rates would have strongly influenced both the nature and the severity of environmental
and biological disruption during hyperthermals. Similarly, the rate of SO2 aerosol emission would
have played a critical role in the severity and frequency of short-term cooling events in terres-
trial ecosystems. Over longer timescales, C cycle feedbacks can mitigate the severity of warming
or ocean acidification if the tempo of C release is slower than the timescale of those feedbacks.
Likewise, organisms may be able to adapt to a changing environment if the rate of that change
is slow. However, direct assessment of the rate of environmental change on decadal to centennial
timescales relevant for biological adaptation is rarely feasible in ancient hyperthermals (Kemp
et al. 2015) due to the episodic nature of sediment deposition and hiatuses as well as postdeposi-
tional mixing of sediments by bioturbation.Moreover, these timescales are below the resolution of
relevant geochronometers, thus hindering linkages between such environmental effects and their
possible relationships to volcanic forcing events.

Two main C sources attributable to LIPs are magmatic volatiles exsolved from magma itself
and pyrogenic volatiles released by degassing of crustal materials in contact with the magma.Mag-
matic volatile releases to the atmosphere are estimated to include as much as 1 gigaton/year of
both SO2 and CO2 during eruptions (Black & Manga 2017, Jones et al. 2016, Self et al. 2005).
Pyrogenic volatiles may yield comparable amounts of these species depending on the nature of
crustal materials intruded by the magma (Black et al. 2012; McElwain et al. 2005; Svensen et al.
2004, 2009). These two sources blur together when pyrogenic volatiles are absorbed by under-
saturated magma only to be exsolved later during decompression as envisaged by Black & Manga
(2017).

The environmental impacts of LIP-derived volatiles depend strongly on the tempo of input
to the atmosphere (Black & Manga 2017, Schmidt et al. 2016, Self et al. 2014), particularly for S,
which has an effective timescale of decades. As such, it is commonly assumed that the eruptive flux
of lavas is a proxy for the flux of volatiles to the atmosphere. In principle this is determinable insofar
as a stratigraphic sequence of lavas provides a geologic record, but unfortunately the frequency of
individual eruptions is generally too high to be resolved by available dating methods.

However, there is clear evidence that both magmatic and pyrogenic volatiles may be released
into the atmosphere before eruption (Edmonds & Wallace 2017) in so-called passive emissions.
Passive emission may be especially important for pyrogenic volatiles, as is believed to be the case
when Siberian Traps magmas intruded coal beds in Permo-Triassic time, possibly accounting for
the majority of CO2 released. Intrusion into coal beds has also been invoked at the end-Triassic
and Toarcian extinctions. In such cases, the record of intrusion emplacement may provide the
best estimate of the tempo of atmospheric CO2 loading (Burgess et al. 2017, Davies et al. 2017,
McElwain et al. 2005). Unfortunately, the record of intrusions is generally obscured by the fact
that some are inevitably unexposed.
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The total amount of climate-modifying gases released into the atmosphere by LIPs and the
tempo at which they are released are not well constrained. A key question remains about the
relative importance of pyrogenic versus magmatic origin of these gases; if the former is dominant,
then the environmental effects of LIPs should vary significantly depending on the nature of crustal
materials into which they are emplaced. In the case of CO2, it is widely accepted that biogenic C
(i.e., from sediments) is an important contributor due to the common occurrence of negative
C isotope anomalies coincident with mass extinctions (Figure 3). However, Black et al. (2014)
found that the Siberian Traps contain S with isotopic composition similar to that of mid-ocean
ridge basalts, suggesting relatively minor contribution from sedimentary sources.

Rates of Acclimatization and Adaptation

Organisms may be able to tolerate environmental changes if they have sufficient capacity to accli-
matize over short timescales or if they are able to adapt through evolution over multiple genera-
tions. Acclimatization occurs during the lifetime of an individual organism, reflecting phenotypic
plasticity and the ability to shift its environmental tolerances. In some organisms, plasticity is lim-
ited (Gunderson& Stillman 2015), but transgenerational plasticity—nongenetic changes that shift
environmental tolerances from parent to offspring—may also increase resilience (Munday 2014,
Ross et al. 2016). Adaptation, via genetic evolution, can be rapid and thus enable organisms to sur-
vive environmental change (Lohbeck et al. 2014, Pespeni et al. 2013), but the limits on adaptive
potential remain unclear (Kelly & Hofmann 2013, Sunday et al. 2014).

Acclimatization and adaptation have not been reconstructed for fossil species during ancient
hyperthermals, but the occurrence of elevated extinction rates indicates that adaptive potential
can be overwhelmed if environmental disruption is sufficiently rapid and/or severe. The rate of
environmental change presumably played a key role because slower change both reduces the need
for acclimatization and provides more time for genetic evolution to shift an organism’s tolerances.
Organisms were likely also more vulnerable if the magnitude of environmental change was large
over decade to century timescales relevant for evolutionary adaptation.

Feedbacks Can Mitigate or Enhance Environmental Disruption

The rate of environmental change can be reduced by feedbacks, such as silicate weathering to re-
move CO2 from the atmosphere or shoaling of the lysocline to buffer oceanic pH and saturation
state. However, these feedbacks operate slowly, over thousands to hundreds of thousands of years,
and so can meaningfully reduce the rate of environmental change only if the C perturbation is
also slow. The effectiveness of C cycle feedbacks likely also varied among different hyperther-
mals. More recent hyperthermals, such as Cretaceous OAEs or the PETM, would have been bet-
ter buffered against pH and saturation changes because the oceanic C cycle was stabilized by the
large deep-sea reservoir of carbonate sediments present following the mid-Mesozoic evolution of
planktic organisms (Ridgwell & Zeebe 2005). In contrast, the C and climate system would have
been more susceptible to large perturbations during the end-Triassic and especially end-Permian
extinctions. The physical location of the LIP itself may also have influenced the magnitude of
feedbacks because mafic rocks contribute disproportionately to CO2 drawdown by silicate weath-
ering, and weathering rates are considerably higher in the tropics (Dessert et al. 2003, Jagoutz
et al. 2016). As a result, CO2 drawdown may have been more rapid following the end-Triassic ex-
tinction because of tropical weathering of Central Atlantic magmatic province volcanics, whereas
the higher-latitude Siberian Traps may have led to a more muted weathering feedback following
the end-Permian extinction.
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Other feedbacks could instead have enhanced the magnitude of local environmental change,
such as the impact of weathering and nutrient supply on anoxia. Hyperthermals were character-
ized by enhanced chemical weathering and likely also by intensification of the hydrological cycle,
supplying more nutrients that would drive eutrophication and expanded anoxia in shallow waters
(Carmichael et al. 2017, Pogge von Strandmann et al. 2013). The prevalence of anoxia may have
been further enhanced by continental configurations and oceanic circulation that favored nutrient
trapping (Meyer et al. 2008, Trabucho Alexandre et al. 2010).

LARGE IGNEOUS PROVINCES AND EXTINCTIONS:
A SYNTHETIC CLASSIFICATION

Although LIPmagmatic activity almost certainly triggered environmental change,why did the na-
ture of that environmental change differ among events, and why did only some events cause severe
and widespread extinctions? The rate of volatile emission, and therefore the rate of environmental
disruption, likely provided a first-order constraint (Rothman 2017).

The end-Permian extinction, end-Triassic extinction, Pliensbachian–Toarcian boundary event,
and PETM likely represented hyperthermal events with very rapid rates of C release, creat-
ing sharp negative C isotope excursions and environmental changes dominated by warming and
perhaps acidification (Figure 6). Anoxic waters expanded, but black shale deposition was not as
widespread as at true OAE events, likely because C release exceeded a critical threshold only for
a shorter duration. At the other end of the spectrum, the early Toarcian OAE, Aptian OAE1a,
and Cenomanian OAE2 may have been characterized by more gradual C release but over long
timescales, which promoted widespread anoxia and resulting black shale deposits through weath-
ering feedbacks. C isotope excursions were shallowly negative or even positive, most likely be-
cause the positive isotopic shift from enhanced organic burial counterbalanced the injection of
isotopically negative C (Kump & Arthur 1999). These events also had more muted tempera-
ture and, probably, pH changes than other events due to feedbacks mitigating environmental
disruption.

Extinction severity corresponded roughly, but not entirely, with the inferred rate of environ-
mental disruption. The end-Permian and end-Triassic events were both mass extinctions, but the
Pliensbachian–Toarcian boundary was a smaller event, and the PETM exhibited only limited ex-
tinction. However, the early Toarcian OAE and Cenomanian OAE2 were also minor extinctions
but weremore substantial crises than the PETM,despite havingmoremutedC isotope excursions.
Direct measures of high-resolution rates of environmental change are unattainable for these an-
cient events, so it is possible that some Mesozoic OAEs contained shorter intervals (decades to
centuries) of very rapid change despite their overall more drawn-out appearance. The fact that
not all rapid events triggered substantial extinctions may point to magnitude as a secondary con-
trol. The magnitude of end-Permian and end-Triassic environmental changes, as inferred from
proxy records, was considerably larger than the Pliensbachian–Toarcian or PETM, indicating that
rapid rates of change were sustained for longer or that extinction severity increased as adaptive
limits were reached in more organisms.

Long-term changes in the Earth system, such as the evolution of planktic calcifying organ-
isms, also influenced the rate and severity of hyperthermals. The mid-Mesozoic shift to a more
stabilized oceanic C cycle (Ridgwell & Zeebe 2005) may also have reduced the likelihood of catas-
trophic environmental disruption, particularly dampening fluctuations in pH and saturation state.
Although the sample size is small, the only post-Jurassic hyperthermal to trigger even moder-
ate extinction was Cenomanian OAE2, while most pre-Cretaceous hyperthermals were associated
with extinctions.
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Figure 6

Schematic classification of hyperthermal events on the basis of rate and duration of C emissions, as
qualitatively inferred from C cycle and paleotemperature proxy records. We propose that events with faster
C injection tend to show a stronger signal of temperature increase and probably ocean pH change, whereas
longer-duration events are characterized by extensive black shales. Events of very large magnitude, with both
faster rate and longer duration, include mass extinctions such as the P/T and T/J. The Pl/To event and
PETM have extremely similar proxy records and so are plotted separately for visibility only. Abbreviations:
C, carbon; OAE, oceanic anoxic event; PETM, Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum; Pl/To,
Pliensbachian–Toarcian; P/T, end-Permian, T/J, end-Triassic; T-OAE, Toarcian oceanic anoxic event.

The end-Cretaceous mass extinction was a severe and rapid (at least in the shallow marine
realm) event that coincided with not only the Deccan Traps but also the Chicxulub impact, so the
exact influence of volcanically driven environmental change is unclear. It is clear that significant
warming in marine (Barnet et al. 2018) and terrestrial (Tobin et al. 2014) environments began
about 300 kyr before the impact and extinction, coincident with the inception of main Deccan
volcanism. Thus, it is possible that the subsequent cooling at the end-Cretaceous period (Barnet
et al. 2018, Tobin et al. 2014) provided critical stress to ecosystems that were adapting to the
preceding warming event. The relative contributions of volcanism versus impact of C burial to
the cooling event remain unclear. The initial recovery of marine ecosystems after the extinction
was delayed until the waning of Deccan volcanism, suggesting that volcanism played at least a
suppressing role in the recovery (Renne et al. 2015).

Finally, successive hyperthermal extinctions, which preferentially removed more vulnerable
organisms such as brachiopods and crinoids, resulted in marine ecosystems dominated by more-
active organisms that would have been better able to withstand these environmental stressors
(Bambach et al. 2002, Clapham 2017). In a sense, each hyperthermal extinction may have hard-
ened ecosystems to be less vulnerable to future events. Nevertheless, more sensitive groups that
remained, such as reef-building corals, were among the few groups to suffer during the PETM
and remain vulnerable to temperature and ocean acidification.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The coincidence between flood basalt eruptions and extinctions,OAEs, and other hyperthermals is
becoming increasingly clear, but there are still many unresolved issues.We suggest that variations
in the rate of volatile emission can provide a first-order framework for unifying these seemingly
disparate events. However, further testing of this framework and a more nuanced explanation of
the differences among events will requiremore precise radioisotopic age constraints on the rates of
eruption and of intrusive emplacement. The contribution of magmatic versus pyrogenic (typically
coal-derived) gas emissions, particularly for CO2, should also be refined to extrapolate emission
rates from radioisotopically dated lavas and intrusions.

On the biological side,more high-resolution studies of extinction timing and tempo are needed,
especially for events other than the end-Permian extinction, to assess the coincidence of taxo-
nomic losses and environmental disruption. Likewise, patterns of extinction selectivity, which are
important for testing physiological hypotheses and linking these to specific environmental trig-
gers, have mostly been documented for the end-Permian, end-Triassic, and Toarcian extinctions.
Even though other events were small, studies targeting Cretaceous OAEs and the PETM will
yield a more complete picture of the severity and selectivity of hyperthermal extinctions. This is
particularly true for taxonomic groups such as crustaceans and echinoids, which became much
more abundant in the Cretaceous and Cenozoic.

Finally, ancient hyperthermals can provide a range of analogs for anthropogenic climate
change, but bridging the divide between broadscale but low temporal and taxonomic resolution
paleontological studies and narrowly focused but high-resolution biological studies is paramount.
The fossil record provides exceptional scale to assess biotic change over multiple events, at evo-
lutionary timescales, and in natural ecosystems, but more work is required to develop proxies for
physiological traits of extinct species and to assess organismal responses at timescales relevant for
ongoing global change.
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